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isn’t Oracle using my index?" must be one of the most popular (or
perhaps unpopular) questions ever asked on the Oracle help forums.
You’ve picked exactly the right columns, you’ve got them in the ideal
order, you’ve computed statistics, you’ve checked for null columns—and
the optimizer flatly refuses to use your index unless you hint it. What
could possibly be going wrong? If you’ve suffered the frustration of
watching the optimizer do something completely bizarre when the best
execution plan is totally obvious, or spent hours or days trying to make
the optimizer do what you want it to do, then this is the book you need.
You’ll come to know how the optimizer thinks, understand why it makes
mistakes, and recognize the data patterns that make it go awry. With this
information at your fingertips, you will save an enormous amount of time
on designing and trouble-shooting your SQL. The cost-based optimizer is
simply a piece of code that contains a model of how Oracle databases
work. By applying this model to the statistics about your data, the
optimizer tries to efficiently convert your query into an executable plan.
Unfortunately, the model can't be perfect, your statistics can't be perfect,
and the resulting execution plan may be far from perfect. In Cost-Based
Oracle Fundamentals, the first book in a series of three, Jonathan
Lewis—one of the foremost authorities in this field—describes the most
commonly used parts of the model, what the optimizer does with your
statistics, and why things go wrong. With this information, you’ll be in a
position to fix entire problem areas, not just single SQL statements, by
adjusting the model or creating more truthful statistics.
Guiding Principles for Developing Dietary Reference Intakes Based on
Chronic Disease Apr 03 2020 Since 1938 and 1941, nutrient intake
recommendations have been issued to the public in Canada and the
United States, respectively. Currently defined as the Dietary Reference
Intakes (DRIs), these values are a set of standards established by
consensus committees under the National Academies of Sciences,
Engineering, and Medicine and used for planning and assessing diets of
apparently healthy individuals and groups. In 2015, a multidisciplinary
working group sponsored by the Canadian and U.S. government DRI
steering committees convened to identify key scientific challenges
encountered in the use of chronic disease endpoints to establish DRI
values. Their report, Options for Basing Dietary Reference Intakes (DRIs)
on Chronic Disease: Report from a Joint US-/Canadian-Sponsored
Working Group, outlined and proposed ways to address conceptual and
methodological challenges related to the work of future DRI Committees.
This report assesses the options presented in the previous report and
determines guiding principles for including chronic disease endpoints for
food substances that will be used by future National Academies
committees in establishing DRIs.
The Tale of Jemima Puddle-Duck Jan 01 2020 THE STORY: Ducks don't
have the patience to hatch their own eggs, says Henrietta Hen. Flibbertygibbets, the lot of them! In this light-hearted musical adaptation of

Evidence-Based Paediatric and Adolescent Diabetes Sep 08 2020
Evidence-based Paediatric and Adolescent Diabetes brings together an
international group of paediatric diabetes specialists to address the
cause, course and complications of all types of diabetes. From a careful
review of the latest research, they propose the best possible evidencebased recommendations for the care of children and the youth with
diabetes. The text provides the reader with an understanding across
three different levels: • Reviews how strong the evidence is for
recommending one approach over another • Highlights areas where
evidence is not based on the types of studies needed to provide
‘highgrade recommendations’, but where there is a general consensus as
to the most sensible approach • Identifies the issues that remain
inadequately addressed such that no definitive recommendations can be
made As the incidence of type 1 diabetes mellitus continues to increase
worldwide, and type 2 is being seen in more young people, this timely
volume will help a wide range of health care professionals deliver the
best possible care to their young patients.
Worship; Based on the Fear of God Aug 27 2019 Worship is important in
establishing an intimate relationship with Jesus and God our Father. Dr.
Davis explores the importance of the voice of the people, the name of
Jesus, the use of music, along with individual and corporate worship. He
also defines the difference between an expression of praise and an
expression of worship. Romans 15:6 states: aEURoeThat you may with
one mouth and one mind glorify the God and Father of our Lord Jesus
Christ.aEUR This command encourages us to worship God so we can
experience the essence of the glory of I AM.
Database Principles and Technologies – Based on Huawei GaussDB May
05 2020 This open access book contains eight chapters that deal with
database technologies, including the development history of database,
database fundamentals, introduction to SQL syntax, classification of SQL
syntax, database security fundamentals, database development
environment, database design fundamentals, and the application of
Huawei’s cloud database product GaussDB database. This book can be
used as a textbook for database courses in colleges and universities, and
is also suitable as a reference book for the HCIA-GaussDB V1.5
certification examination. The Huawei GaussDB (for MySQL) used in the
book is a Huawei cloud-based high-performance, highly applicable
relational database that fully supports the syntax and functionality of the
open source database MySQL. All the experiments in this book can be
run on this database platform. As the world’s leading provider of ICT
(information and communication technology) infrastructure and smart
terminals, Huawei’s products range from digital data communication,
cyber security, wireless technology, data storage, cloud computing, and
smart computing to artificial intelligence.
Cost-Based Oracle Fundamentals Mar 27 2022 The question, "Why
baby-based-on-guess-how-much-i-love-you
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Beatrix Potter's classic tale, Jemima Puddle-Duck determines to prove
the conc
Postmodifying Clauses in the English Noun Phrase Nov 22 2021 This
book reports on the results of a project whose aim was to give a detailed
description of a number of syntactic properties of postmodifying clauses
in the English NP, and study the way in which some of these properties
are related to each other in a variety of text tyoes. The study is based on
an examination of the Nijmegen Corpus, which consists of slightly over
130,000 words of running text. The structure of the NP is described
basically in terms of four constituents:
DeterminerPremodifierHeadPostmodifier No fewer than 2,430
occurrences of postmodifying clauses in NPs were analysed. A numerical
coding scheme was designed, in which 26 different variable features
were encoded, describing the properties the postmodifying clauses.
These were processed and statistically analysed. The book discusses the
methodology adopted and the results of the statistical analyses. Among
the properties described are the function of NPs with postmodifying
clauses, the structure of these NPs, the realisation and reference of the
heads of these NPs, the specific types of postmodifying clause, the actual
link words used, the clause patterns occurring in the postmodifying
clauses, and the verb phrases in the postmodifying clauses.
Physically Based Rendering Dec 24 2021 Physically Based Rendering:
From Theory To Implementation, Third Edition describes both the
mathematical theory behind a modern photorealistic rendering system
and its practical implementation. Through a method known as 'literate
programming', the authors combine human-readable documentation and
source code into a single reference that is specifically designed to aid
comprehension. The result is a stunning achievement in graphics
education. Through the ideas and software in this book, users will learn
to design and employ a fully-featured rendering system for creating
stunning imagery. This completely updated and revised edition includes
new coverage on ray-tracing hair and curves primitives, numerical
precision issues with ray tracing, LBVHs, realistic camera models, the
measurement equation, and much more. It is a must-have, full color
resource on physically-based rendering. Presents up-to-date revisions of
the seminal reference on rendering, including new sections on
bidirectional path tracing, ray-tracing hair and curves, and micro faceted
reflection models Provides the source code for complete rendering
systems allowing readers to get up and running fast Includes a unique
indexing feature, literate programming, that lists the locations of each
function, variable, and method on the page where they are first
described Serves as an essential resource on physically-based rendering
Discretization Methods and Iterative Solvers Based on Domain
Decomposition Nov 03 2022 Domain decomposition methods provide
powerful and flexible tools for the numerical approximation of partial
differential equations arising in the modeling of many interesting
applications in science and engineering. This book deals with
discretization techniques on non-matching triangulations and iterative
solvers with particular emphasis on mortar finite elements, Schwarz
methods and multigrid techniques. New results on non-standard
situations as mortar methods based on dual basis functions and vector
field discretizations are analyzed and illustrated by numerical results.
The role of trace theorems, harmonic extensions, dual norms and weak
interface conditions is emphasized. Although the original idea was used
successfully more than a hundred years ago, these methods are relatively
new for the numerical approximation. The possibilites of high
performance computations and the interest in large- scale problems have
led to an increased research activity.
Play-Based Interventions for Childhood Anxieties, Fears, and Phobias Sep
20 2021 Illustrating the power of play for helping children overcome a
wide variety of worries, fears, and phobias, this book provides a toolkit of
play therapy approaches and techniques. Coverage encompasses
everyday fears and worries in 3- to 12-year-olds as well as anxiety
disorders and posttraumatic problems. Leading practitioners describe
their approaches step by step and share vivid illustrative case material.
Each chapter also summarizes the research base for the interventions
discussed. Key topics include adapting therapy to each child's
developmental level, engaging reluctant or less communicative clients,
and involving parents in treatment.
Essentials of Evidence-Based Academic Interventions Aug 08 2020
Essentials of Evidence-Based Academic Interventions puts at your
fingertips the successful instructional techniques and materials
necessary for accurate and effective use of evidence-based interventions.
Written by Barbara Wendling and Nancy Mather, two experts in
educational assessment and intervention, this intervention-oriented
baby-based-on-guess-how-much-i-love-you

reference presents clear descriptions of research-based interventions in
the areas of: phonological awareness and beginning reading phonics;
phonics and sight word instruction; reading fluency; vocabulary and
reading comprehension; spelling, handwriting, and written expression;
basic math skills; and math problem-solving.
Validation and Transference of Drinking Motives Jul 19 2021
Register-based Statistics Jan 31 2020 REGISTER-BASED STATISTICS
Rediscover this authoritative guide to register-based statistics filled with
significant new improvements In the newly revised Third Edition of
Register-based Statistics: Registers and the National Statistical System,
Anders Wallgren and Britt Wallgren deliver a robust exploration of how
register-based statistics can be used to its fullest potential. The authors
describe how statistical institutes can work on long-term projects to
improve administrative systems, as well as estimation methods that can
improve the quality of statistical estimates based on registers with
quality problems. Readers will also discover how to improve the ways
register-statistical issues are introduced, as well as how to create
population registers. Finally, the authors draw on their experience from
teaching and consulting in several countries to explain how to implement
register-based statistics. Key features of the third edition: Discusses the
problems new register countries face Explains how registers will improve
the efficiency of the national statistical system Clarifies the importance
of the system approach Describes how a statistical population register
can be created Registers-based statistics require new skills and
understanding of new concepts Many important quality indicators are
described Explains difficult topics in a pedagogic way Perfect for staff at
national statistical institutes and administrative and ministerial
authorities belonging to national statistical systems, Register-based
Statistics will also prove to be an indispensable resource for
undergraduate and graduate students in statistics programs and courses,
as well as survey researchers and practitioners.
Graph Classification and Clustering Based on Vector Space
Embedding Jan 13 2021 This book is concerned with a fundamentally
novel approach to graph-based pattern recognition based on vector
space embedding of graphs. It aims at condensing the high
representational power of graphs into a computationally efficient and
mathematically convenient feature vector. This volume utilizes the
dissimilarity space representation originally proposed by Duin and
Pekalska to embed graphs in real vector spaces. Such an embedding
gives one access to all algorithms developed in the past for feature
vectors, which has been the predominant representation formalism in
pattern recognition and related areas for a long time.
The Queen of Naples and Lord Nelson Oct 29 2019
Proceedings of the 6th Banff Knowledge Acquisitions for KnowledgeBased Systems Workshop, Banff Conference Center, Banff, Alberta,
Canada, October 6-11,1991 ; in Cooperation with the American
Association for Artificial Intelligence May 17 2021
Solid Oxide Fuel Cells Jan 25 2022 Presents innovative approaches
towards affordable, highly efficient, and reliable sustainable energy
systems Written by leading experts on the subject, this book provides not
only a basic introduction and understanding of conventional fuel cell
principle, but also an updated view of the most recent developments in
this field. It focuses on the new energy conversion technologies based on
both electrolyte and electrolyte-free fuel cells?from advanced novel
ceria-based composite electrolyte low temperature solid oxide fuel cells
to non-electrolyte fuel cells as advanced fuel-to-electricity conversion
technology. Solid Oxide Fuel Cells: From Electrolyte-Based to
Electrolyte-Free Devices is divided into three parts. Part I covers the
latest developments of anode, electrolyte, and cathode materials as well
as the SOFC technologies. Part II discusses the non-electrolyte or
semiconductor-based membrane fuel cells. Part III focuses on
engineering efforts on materials, technology, devices and stack
developments, and looks at various applications and new opportunities of
SOFC using both the electrolyte and non-electrolyte principles, including
integrated fuel cell systems with electrolysis, solar energy, and more. Offers knowledge on how to realize highly efficient fuel cells with novel
device structures -Shows the opportunity to transform the future fuel cell
markets and the possibility to commercialize fuel cells in an extended
range of applications -Presents a unique collection of contributions on
the development of solid oxide fuel cells from electrolyte based to nonelectrolyte-based technology -Provides a more comprehensive
understanding of the advances in fuel cells and bridges the knowledge
from traditional SOFC to the new concept -Allows readers to track the
development from the conventional SOFC to the non-electrolyte or
single-component fuel cell Solid Oxide Fuel Cells: From Electrolyte2/5
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Based to Electrolyte-Free Devices will serve as an important reference
work to students, scientists, engineers, researchers, and technology
developers in the fuel cell field.
Doing Practice-based Research in Therapy Mar 15 2021 Learning how to
use critical self-reflection creatively when practising therapy is an
important component of training. This level of self-awareness is,
however, often neglected in research, despite the centrality of the
researcher to their work. Doing Practice-based Research in Therapy: A
Reflexive Approach makes the vital link between practical research skills
and self-awareness, critical reflection and personal development in
practice-based research. Starting with a clear introduction to the theory,
practice and debates surrounding this type of research, the book then
guides the reader step-by-step through the practicalities of the research
process, encouraging them to reflect upon and evaluate their practice at
each stage. The book: - incorporates case studies throughout to illustrate
different methodological approaches - uses real life examples from
students conducting practice-based psychotherapy research - includes
exercises, chapter objectives, end-of-chapter questions and suggestions
for further reading to help consolidate learning - encourages ongoing
personal development by introducing personal development planning
(PDP) and lifelong learning in the field of research. By demystifying the
reflexive approach, this highly practical guide ensures that trainees and
qualified therapists get the most, both professionally and personally,
from their practice-based research.
Analog Circuits and Systems Optimization based on Evolutionary
Computation Techniques Jun 05 2020 The microelectronics market, with
special emphasis to the production of complex mixed-signal systems-onchip (SoC), is driven by three main dynamics, time-- market, productivity
and managing complexity. Pushed by the progress in na- meter
technology, the design teams are facing a curve of complexity that grows
exponentially, thereby slowing down the productivity design rate. Analog
design automation tools are not developing at the same pace of
technology, once custom design, characterized by decisions taken at
each step of the analog design flow, - lies most of the time on designer
knowledge and expertise. Actually, the use of - sign management
platforms, like the Cadences Virtuoso platform, with a set of - tegrated
CAD tools and database facilities to deal with the design transformations
from the system level to the physical implementation, can significantly
speed-up the design process and enhance the productivity of
analog/mixed-signal integrated circuit (IC) design teams. These design
management platforms are a valuable help in analog IC design but they
are still far behind the development stage of design automation tools
already available for digital design. Therefore, the development of new
CAD tools and design methodologies for analog and mixed-signal ICs is
ess- tial to increase the designer’s productivity and reduce design
productivitygap. The work presented in this book describes a new design
automation approach to the problem of sizing analog ICs.
International Comparison of Average Net Hourly Earnings ... Based on
Work Time Required for the Purchase of Various Consumer Items Jul 31
2022
High-speed surface profilometry based on an adaptive microscope
with axial chromatic encoding Jul 27 2019 An adaptive microscope
with axial chromatic encoding is designed and developed, namely the
AdaScope. With the ability to confocally address any locations within the
measurement volume, the AdaScope provides the hardware foundation
for a cascade measurement strategy to be developed, dramatically
accelerating the speed of 3D confocal microscopy.
The Anglo-Saxon Cemetery at Girton College, Cambridge Jun 29
2022 A detailed report of the 1880's excavations of the Anglo-Saxon
cemetery at Girton College, Cambridge, first published in 1925.
Learning-Based Robot Vision Dec 12 2020 Industrial robots carry out
simple tasks in customized environments for which it is typical that
nearly all e?ector movements can be planned during an - line phase. A
continual control based on sensory feedback is at most necessary at
e?ector positions near target locations utilizing torque or haptic sensors.
It is desirable to develop new-generation robots showing higher degrees
of autonomy for solving high-level deliberate tasks in natural and
dynamic en- ronments. Obviously, camera-equipped robot systems, which
take and process images and make use of the visual data, can solve more
sophisticated robotic tasks. The development of a (semi-) autonomous
camera-equipped robot must be grounded on an infrastructure, based on
which the system can acquire and/or adapt task-relevant competences
autonomously. This infrastructure consists of technical equipment to
support the presentation of real world training samples, various learning
mechanisms for automatically acquiring function approximations, and
baby-based-on-guess-how-much-i-love-you

testing methods for evaluating the quality of the learned functions.
Accordingly, to develop autonomous camera-equipped robot systems one
must ?rst demonstrate relevant objects, critical situations, and purposive
situation-action pairs in an experimental phase prior to the application
phase. Secondly, the learning mechanisms are responsible for - quiring
image operators and mechanisms of visual feedback control based on
supervised experiences in the task-relevant, real environment. This
paradigm of learning-based development leads to the concepts of
compatibilities and manifolds. Compatibilities are general constraints on
the process of image formation which hold more or less under taskrelevant or accidental variations of the imaging conditions.
ANALYSIS OF RCC STRUCTURE BASED ON RACKING WALLS &
BASE ISOLATION Sep 28 2019 In recent years considerable attention
has been paid to research and development of structural control devices
with particular emphasis on mitigation of wind and seismic response of
buildings. Many vibration-control measures like passive, active, semiactive and hybrid vibration control methods have been developed.
Passive vibration control keeps the building to remain essentially elastic
during large earthquakes and has fundamental frequency lower than
both its fixed base frequency and the dominant frequencies of ground
motion. Base isolation is a passive vibration control system. Free
vibration and forced vibration analysis was carried out on the framed
structure by the use of computer program SAP 2000 v12.0.0 and
validating the same experimentally. The results of the free vibration
analysis like time period, frequency, mode shape and modal mass
participating ratios of the framed structure were found out. From modal
analysis the first mode time period of fixed base building is found to be
0.56 sec whereas the first mode period of isolated building is found to be
3.11sec (approximately 6 times the fixed-base period!). This value is
away from the dominant spectral period range of design earthquake.
Forced vibration analysis (non-linear time history analysis) was done to
determine the response of framed structures and to find out the vibration
control efficiency of framed structures using lead rubber bearing.
Isolation bearings in this study are modelled by a bilinear model. Under
favourable conditions, the isolation system reduces the interstorey drift
in the superstructure by a factor of at least two and sometimes by a
factor of at least five. Acceleration responses are also reduced in the
structure by an amount of 55-75% although the amount of reduction
depends upon the force deflection characteristic of the isolators. A better
performance of the isolated structure with respect to the fixed base
structure is also observed in floor displacements, base shear (75- 85%
reduction), floor acceleration relative to the ground(less acceleration
imparted on each floor and their magnitude is approximately same in
each floor), roof displacement. Introduction of horizontal flexibility at the
base helps in proper energy dissipation at the base level thus reducing
the seismic demand of the super structure to be considered during
design. Keywords: Passive vibration control, Time history analysis,
interstorey drift, yielded stiffness, Design basis earthquake.
The Geometry of Meaning Sep 01 2022 A novel cognitive theory of
semantics that proposes that the meanings of words can be described in
terms of geometric structures. In The Geometry of Meaning, Peter
Gärdenfors proposes a theory of semantics that bridges cognitive science
and linguistics and shows how theories of cognitive processes, in
particular concept formation, can be exploited in a general semantic
model. He argues that our minds organize the information involved in
communicative acts in a format that can be modeled in geometric or
topological terms—in what he terms conceptual spaces, extending the
theory he presented in an earlier book by that name. Many semantic
theories consider the meanings of words as relatively stable and
independent of the communicative context. Gärdenfors focuses instead
on how various forms of communication establish a system of meanings
that becomes shared between interlocutors. He argues that these
“meetings of mind” depend on the underlying geometric structures, and
that these structures facilitate language learning. Turning to lexical
semantics, Gärdenfors argues that a unified theory of word meaning can
be developed by using conceptual spaces. He shows that the meaning of
different word classes can be given a cognitive grounding, and offers
semantic analyses of nouns, adjectives, verbs, and prepositions. He also
presents models of how the meanings of words are composed to form
new meanings and of the basic semantic role of sentences. Finally, he
considers the future implications of his theory for robot semantics and
the Semantic Web.
Ways of Seeing Nov 30 2019 “The relation between what we see and
what we know is never settled” -- so opens John Berger’s revolutionary
million-copy bestseller on how to look at art John Berger's Ways of
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Seeing is one of the most stimulating and the most influential books on
art in any language. First published in 1972, it was based on the BBC
television series about which the Sunday Times critic commented: "This
is an eye-opener in more ways than one: by concentrating on how we
look at paintings . . . he will almost certainly change the way you look at
pictures." By now he has.
This War Within My Mind Feb 11 2021 Without proper treatment,
bipolar disorder is a debilitating mental illness that wreaks havoc on
everything it touches. Chaos and unpredictability are words that
precisely describe bipolar disorder. This War Within My Mind is a game
plan that will change the way you view bipolar disorder. It starts with
simply changing the way you see yourself. You are a warrior. A bipolar
warrior. It is within you to take back control of your life and your illness.
As a warrior, it is imperative that you train both your mind and body. If
you want to manage your bipolar disorder, you need to fight it on a daily
basis with the right tools and support. John Poehler is an expert in
managing his own personal bipolar disorder. He hopes his ideas,
suggestions, and thoughts will offer you guidance and support. Stop
merely surviving and start thriving along your own journey.
History of Aurangzib: Mainly Based on Persian Sources May 29
2022 This book has been considered by academicians and scholars of
great significance and value to literature. This forms a part of the
knowledge base for future generations. We have represented this book in
the same form as it was first published. Hence any marks seen are left
intentionally to preserve its true nature.
Evidence-based Practice in Nursing Aug 20 2021 Do your students ever
struggle to grasp what exactly constitutes evidence or struggle to see
how it applies to practice? Would you like them to feel more confident
about critiquing evidence? The need for an evidence base for nursing
practice is widely accepted. However, what constitutes evidence and how
nurses might apply it to practice is not always clear. This book guides
nursing students through the process of identifying, appraising and
applying evidence in nursing practice. It explores a wide range differing
sources of evidence and knowledge, and helps students to develop key
skills of critiquing research and using evidence in clinical decision
making.
Evidence-Based Psychotherapy Oct 02 2022 A Comprehensive,
Systematic Evaluation of Treatment Effectiveness for Major
Psychological Disorders With over 500 types of psychotherapy being
practiced in the field today, navigating the maze of possible treatments
can be daunting for clinicians and researchers, as well as for consumers
who seek help in obtaining psychological services. Evidence-Based
Psychotherapy: The State of Science and Practice offers a roadmap to
identifying the most appropriate and efficacious interventions, and
provides the most comprehensive review to date of treatments for
psychological disorders most often encountered in clinical practice. Each
chapter applies a rigorous assessment framework to evaluate
psychotherapeutic interventions for a specific disorder. The authors
include the reader in the evaluation scheme by describing both effective
and potentially non-effective treatments. Assessments are based upon
the extant research evidence regarding both clinical efficacy and support
of underyling theory. Ultimately, the book seeks to inform treatment
planning and enhance therapeutic outcomes. Evidence-Based
Psychotherapy: The State of Science and Practice: Presents the available
scientific research for evidence-based psychotherapies commonly
practiced today Systematically evaluates theory and intervention efficacy
based on the David and Montgomery nine-category evaluative framework
Covers essential modes of treatment for major disorders, including
bipolar disorder, generalized anxiety disorder, PTSD, eating disorders,
alcohol use disorder, major depressive disorder, phobias, and more
Includes insightful discussion of clinical practice written by leading
experts Clarifies “evidence-based practice” versus “evidence-based
science” and offers historical context for the development of the
treatments under discussion Evidence-Based Psychotherapy: The State of
Science and Practice is designed to inform treatment choices as well as
strengthen critical evaluation. In doing so, it provides an invaluable
resource for both researchers and clinicians.
Essentials for Blended Learning, 2nd Edition Mar 03 2020 Essentials for
Blended Learning provides a practical, streamlined approach for creating
effective learning experiences by blending online activities and the best
of face-to-face teaching. Effective blended learning requires rethinking of
teaching practices and a redesign of course structure. Suitable for
instructors in any content area, this book simplifies these difficult
challenges without neglecting important opportunities to transform
teaching. The revised second edition is more streamlined and easier to
baby-based-on-guess-how-much-i-love-you
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user, and includes more real-world examples of blended teaching and
learning, the latest technologies, and additional research-based learning
activities.
Adaptive Mentalization-based Integrative Treatment Nov 10 2020
Socially excluded youth with mental health problems and co-occurring
difficulties (e.g. conduct disorder, family breakdown, homelessness,
substance use, exploitation, educational failure) attract the involvement
of multiple agencies. Poorly coordinated interventions often multiply in
the face of such problems, so that a young person or family is
approached by multiple workers from different agencies working
towards different goals and using different treatment models; these are
often overwhelming and may actually be experienced as aversive by the
young person or their family. Failure to provide effective help is costly
throughout life This is the first book to describe Adaptive MentalizationBased Integrative Treatment (AMBIT). This is an approach to working
with people - particularly young people and young adults - whose lives
are often chaotic and risky, and whose problems are not limited to one
domain. In addition to mental health problems, they may have problems
with care arrangements, education or employment, exploitation,
substance misuse, offending behaviours, and gang affiliations; if these
problems are all occurring simultaneously, any progress in one area is
easily undermined by harms still occurring in another. AMBIT has been
designed by and for community teams from Mental Health, Social Care,
Youth work, or that may be purposefully multi-disciplinary/multi-agency.
It emphasises the need to strengthen integration in the complex
networks that tend to gather around such clients, minimising the
likelihood of an experience of care that is aversive. AMBIT uses well
evidenced 'Mentalization-based' approaches, that are at their core
integrative - drawing on recent advances in neuroscience, psychoanalytic, social cognitive, and systemic "treatment models".
Astrolinguistics Apr 15 2021 In linguistics, one of the main areas of
modern research involves the capabilities and possibilities of there being
a "lingua cosmica," a LINCOS, a universal language that could be used to
communicate with non-human intelligences. This book touches on the
area of the development and use of a "lingua universalis" for interstellar
communication, but it also presents concepts that cover a broad area of
linguistics. Chomsky's paradigm on universal properties of natural
languages, for a long time a leading general theory of natural languages,
includes the strong assumption that humans are born with some kind of
universals stored in their brains. Are there universals of this kind of
language used by intelligent beings and societies elsewhere in the
universe? We do not know whether such languages exist. It seems to be
impossible to determine, simply because the universe is too large for an
exhaustive search. Even verification will be hard to obtain, without quite
a bit of luck. This book uses astrolinguistic principles in message
construction and is helpful in clarifying and giving perspective to
discussions on existential questions such as these.
A View to Feel London Soundman Samson Ranger Oct 22 2021 A View to
Feel is a book, based on a Caribbean Family living in England. A true
story of real-life events. A very candid look into the mind and life of a
London born Reggae Singjay, Rapper and Sound system man, Samson
Ranger. The story tells what it was like in primary school in UK, the night
life in the 70's & 80's and moving into pirate radio in London.
Values-Based Safety Process Apr 27 2022 Behavior-Based Safety,
based on the work of B.F. Skinner, includes identifying critical behaviors,
observing actual behaviors and providing feedback that lead to changed
and improve behavior. The Values-Based Safety Process: Improving Your
Safety Culture with a Behavioral Approach, Second Edition provides a
concise and practical guide for implementing a behavior-based safety
system within any organization. Includes two new chapters on hot topics
in behavioral safety, isolated workers, and the role of leadership in
supporting behavorial safety. Updated examples of the observation
checklist. New case studies covering large plants of 1,200 workers or
more.
Property-Based Testing with PropEr, Erlang, and Elixir Jun 17 2021
Property-based testing helps you create better, more solid tests with
little code. By using the PropEr framework in both Erlang and Elixir, this
book teaches you how to automatically generate test cases, test stateful
programs, and change how you design your software for more principled
and reliable approaches. You will be able to better explore the problem
space, validate the assumptions you make when coming up with program
behavior, and expose unexpected weaknesses in your design. PropEr will
even show you how to reproduce the bugs it found. With this book, you
will be writing efficient property-based tests in no time. Most tests only
demonstrate that the code behaves how the developer expected it to
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behave, and therefore carry the same blind spots as their authors when
special conditions or edge cases show up. Learn how to see things
differently with property tests written in PropEr. Start with the basics of
property tests, such as writing stateless properties, and using the default
generators to generate test cases automatically. More importantly, learn
how to think in properties. Improve your properties, write custom data
generators, and discover what your code can or cannot do. Learn when
to use property tests and when to stick with example tests with realworld sample projects. Explore various testing approaches to find the
one that's best for your code. Shrink failing test cases to their simpler
expression to highlight exactly what breaks in your code, and generate
highly relevant data through targeted properties. Uncover the trickiest
bugs you can think of with nearly no code at all with two special types of
properties based on state transitions and finite state machines. Write
Erlang and Elixir properties that generate the most effective tests you'll
see, whether they are unit tests or complex integration and system tests.
What You Need Basic knowledge of Erlang, optionally Elixir For Erlang
tests: Erlang/OTP >= 20.0, with Rebar >= 3.4.0 For Elixir tests:
Erlang/OTP >= 20.0, Elixir >= 1.5.0
Applied Hydro- and Aeromechanics Oct 10 2020 Prandtl was one of
the great theorists of aerodynamics and this work has long been
considered one of the finest introductory works in the field. Topics
include flow through pipes, Prandtl's own work on boundary layers, drag,
airfoil theory, and entry conditions for flow in a pipe.
Following the Trail of Blood Jul 07 2020 The year is 1671 during the
time known as the Restoration in the England of King Charles II. London
is recovering from the ravages of the Great Plague and the fire that
destroyed more than half of the city. Scoundrels and earls, merchants
and midwives, and remarkable personalities like William Penn, Isaac
Newton, and Thomas Hobbes inhabit its teeming streets. Against this
background, the notorious thief and swindler Colonel Thomas Blood is
preparing to commit an audacious and daring crime. It is into this
dizzying mix that D. is suddenly thrust, having slipped through a rip in
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time. But can this very 21st century citizen make sense of such an alien
world and, more importantly, stop the crime in time to fulfill the destiny
that will guide D. home 350 years into the future? This book is time
travel mystery based on the true story of the greatest crime of the 17th
century.
A Plant-Based Life Feb 23 2022 Whole food for a whole new you. More
people than ever are eating a whole-food, plant-based diet. Studies show
that it is better for our bodies and better for the planet-but it isn't always
easy. Let A Plant-Based Life be your guide. Whether you're taking your
first steps on this path to wellness or recommitting yourself to success,
author Micaela Cook Karlsen clearly maps the way. Her program enables
you to set your own pace and stay the course-without relying on
willpower. Drawing on personal experience and the latest research, she
reveals how to: * Find and sustain your motivation * Gradually add more
whole, plant foods into your diet, crowding out less nutritious fare *
Break old food addictions and establish new habits * Translate favorite
recipes to create delicious, nourishing meals * Reshape your food
environment (at home, at work, and on the go) to make healthy eating a
no-brainer * Cultivate relationships that celebrate and support your new
lifestyle Especially valuable are directions for navigating roadblocks.
Here you'll find strategies for getting family members on board and for
allaying friends' concerns about your food choices with evidence-based
nutrition information. Take advantage of shopping tips, pantry lists,
menu plans, and more than 100 mouth watering recipes, with
contributions from plant-based leaders including Ann Crile Esselstyn,
Cathy Fisher, Chef AJ, Craig Cochran, Chef Del Sroufe, Jeff Novick RD,
Julieanna Hever MS RD CPT, Kathy Pollard MS, Kris Carr, Matthew
Kenney, Matthew Lederman, MD, Micah Risk, Priscilla Timberlake and
Lewis Freedman RD, Robby Barbaro, and Susan Benigas. If your goal is a
healthier, more energized-exuberant-life, make this book your personal
GPS. The journey will be more satisfying than you ever imagined.
PHYSICS PART-1 for IIT JEE MAIN - Question Bank Based on
Previous Papers Jun 25 2019 PHYSICS PART-1 for IIT JEE MAIN Question Bank Based on Previous Papers
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